
School of Art, Design & Media (NTU) 
 

Late internship application / fast track 

 

Continue on next page… 

Students:  If this is for credited internship, please bring company into the internship programme as a self-source 
option upon successful placement. If this is for self-enrichment, the school will not intervene and the agreement 
will be strictly between you and the organization. Please read carefully before committing. 

 

Name of company: 

Fagioli Asia Pte Ltd 

Internship / Freelance work title 

Marketing Specialist (Internship)  

About the company and no. of intern(s) 

No. of intern(s): 2 
Brief description of the company: 
The Fagioli Group is a specialized service contractor providing cross functional constructability, 
engineering services and spectacular installation and transport activities for the largest and most 
complicated industrial or civil infrastructures built all over the world.  We serve a wide range of 
industries, from Oil&Gas, Petrochemical, Power Generation, Renewable, Civil Infrastructure and 
Marine.   With over 60 years of expertise, we are among the world wide leaders in our field and 
unquestionably the front runner leader in terms of innovative constructability solution.   
The combination of Heavy Lifting, Transportation, Engineering and Project Logistic services 
provide our clients with a unique Total Supply Chain concept that keeps coordination and 
responsibility in the hands of one company. The result: one contact, less interfacing risks, reduced 
costs and better coordinated services! 

Relevant website and links: 

http://fagioli.com/ 

Internship job scope and responsibilities description: 

The Role:

We are looking for an energetic and self-motivated Marketing Intern to join our growing 
marketing department. If you’re an ambitious individual who wants to build a career in social 
media and content marketing, then we want to work with you. Your work will include preparing 
promotional presentations, monitoring social platforms, and conducting market analysis.
In addition to being an excellent communicator, you should have excellent multitasking and 
organizational abilities. The successful candidate will also have in-depth knowledge of marketing 
techniques and social media platforms.

Main Responsibilities:

 Support in developing a new marketing plan for the Company related to existing and 
new services.

 Implementing marketing plans.
 Undertaking competitor research and analyses.
 Conducting market research to establish customer trends and habits.

http://fagioli.com/


 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  
  
  



 

Creating marketing materials for our website, company presentations and other 
marketing platforms.

 



 

Supporting the marketing activities activities by demonstrating expertise in various 
areas, including optimization, advertising, social media, and direct marketing.

 



 

Assisting with the analyses of marketing data, including campaign results, conversion 
rates, and online traffic in order to improve future marketing strategies and 
campaigns.

 



 

Experiment with a variety of organic and paid acquisition channels like content 
creation, content curation, pay per click campaigns, event management, publicity, 
social media,

 

lead generation campaigns, copywriting, performance analysis. 

 
 

Pre-requisite from candidate (if any):

 

 



 

Current enrolment in an undergraduate course for Marketing, Communications or 
similar field.

 



 

Familiarity with marketing computer software and social media platforms.

 



 

Good understanding of the latest marketing trends and techniques.

 



 

Excellent verbal and written communication skills.

 



 

Must have a passion for marketing.

 



 

Outstanding multitasking abilities.

 
 

Estimated time frame/period

 

11th May –

 

18th July

 

2020 (with possibility of extensions or freelance opportunities thereafter)

 

Allowances

 

$800 -

 

$1000 / month (to be confirmed upon interview) 

 
 
 
 
 



Contact person / email to respond to 

m.bottero@fagioli.com  

Other instructions / comments for applicants 

N/A 
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